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A World of Disasters            Issue date: 11 Sept 2007 
 
 
I heard that the highest representative of one of the worldly religions would speak to us over the radio and 
explain to John (the interviewer and to us as the listeners) why such things are occurring to mankind. 
I thought it would be good to record this interview, and from it generate a precise transcript because previous 
‘most eminent’ representatives of worldly Christianity had given such an appalling presentation of The Truth 
that befalls us and I wondered if he would be any different! 

Let us see? 
 
Radio 4 – Today – 08:30hrs 
John Humphrys interviewing: 
Cardinal Cormac Murphy O’Connor 
On the 1st Anniversary of Tsunami at Sri Lanka. 
 
JH 
That tidal wave of innocent death stunned us all and left many of us asking God ourselves posed by brother Kamermatsuf (?): 
Was it worth creating a world with so much pain in it? 
 
CMO 
That question has been asked so often. 
The God, our God the one we know and love because – particularly of the revelation of Jesus is a God that all we can say that there is 
something beyond all our comprehension with God and his world and yet, and yet what we do see is that in his creation of all human kind 
there is, that he also injects hope; and the extraordinary thing for me during this year so full of disasters has been also the year full of 
generosity, of hope and indeed of faith and I remember, and I suppose all of us do of whatever faith we belong to, since the death of the Pope 
John Paul extraordinary wave of faith and hope that followed his death and I think that some mysterious way perhaps beyond our 
comprehension, allows these terrible things to happen, that for the full reason that we do not know that also allows the creation of the people 
he loves to respond with renewed hope and with renewed generosity. 
 
JH 
But essentially you are saying that there is no answer, that there is no answer to that we can perceive. 
 
CMO 
There is no answer that is completely satisfying to the human mind because why did for us Christians, why did God allow his own son Jesus 
to suffer the way he did?  All we know is that God is there in the suffering, and one of the things that I have been saying especially at this 
Christmas time that there is the cry of God made man made on behalf of the poor and on the afflicted and those who are suffer and that’s 
what we know and that out of the suffering, or rather that somehow suffering does not conquer in the end.  
How do we know that?  We know that by faith. 
 
JH 
You, I don’t know if you have seen the papers? You probably have not, in Britain this morning. You have made a few headlines with your, 
about your mid-night mass sermon particularly about what you said about Bethlehem. Christ is crying for Town of birth” says Cardinal. Why 
do you feel so strongly about that? 
 
CMO 
Because Bethlehem is, well  (St Jerical) calls it the centre – the icon of the world – that is the place that Christ was born, and has been a place 
of pilgrimage for centuries and therefore to see it in its present state - and I am not commenting just about the political situation but the 
people divided. Then I think it is a terrible thing and I think I was quite moved by the fact that Pope Benedict received an honorary 
citizenship, an honorary passport for Bethlehem Makes us say that everyone is a citizen of Bethlehem, we want a free and open city there. 
And so what I am saying is essentially - Yes – I understand the reasons for the security and no one wants terrorists bombers there and the 
Israeli government have their rights for defence – no doubt about that, but at the same time what we want is a situation where people come 
together, so when I said do not build walls but build bridges, I meant to create a situation where people come together for reconciliation and 
peace. Now we know that the situation in the Holy Land has been wound on all humanity and so I was not just speaking just to the people in 
The Holy Land, but indeed to everyone who are concerned about the middle East and the Holy Land, People in Europe and people of the 
United States and elsewhere, it is a challenge for the whole world and Bethlehem focuses it in a particularly acute way.  
 
JH 
But it is impossible to avoid the politics isn’t it, for that the reason that Bethlehem is isolated in the way you say it is, precisely because that 
the Israelis believe they need to do this for security reasons  
 
CMO 
I can understand why they say they need to. We must find ways, where there are other ways in which the tensions, the enmity that can be 
overcome so that people in The Holy Land can learn to live together. To cooperate together, not just to be tolerant, but somehow, a sort of a 
way in which they can really appreciate each other, This happens in other parts of the world where there are tensions between communities, 
but they have learnt gradually to live together and it requires a kind of conversion and as a Christian I do believe in conversion, a changing of 
mind and hearts, now, that happens, it happens in other parts of the world it happens, and will happen also in the Holy Land we are working 
now, we want to build long term peace and I think that in some ways, is the responsibility for all of us and we must help them because we do 
understand the difficulties and tensions and that I thought - that appealing in a particular way regarding the situation to have a focus on the 
situation on the whole Holy Land which is crucial for The Middle East and indeed is crucial for humanity.  
 
 
Well needless to say, I was equally appalled by this worldly representation of ‘Christianity’! 
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Shall we now analyse what was said by both gentlemen? 
 
 
JH 
That tidal wave of innocent death stunned us all and left many of us asking God ourselves posed by brother Kamermatsuf (?): 
Was it worth creating a world with so much pain in it? 
 
Given John’s knowledge base then perhaps I would ask the same question. 
My point is that John, like some billions of other humans, has been given such a distorted view of what Yahweh 
is really doing by the worldly representatives of Christianity (for example brother Kamermatsuf – I assume that 
this is the correct spelling of his name – I apologise if I have spelt it incorrectly) – and as we are soon to find out 
– equally distorted by the interviewee! 
However my knowledge base tells me that Yahweh did not “create a world with so much pain in it” – in fact we 
are told that through Jesus Christ all life was put on this planet. Also we are told that The Creators considered it 
“good”.  Thus the situation we see before us is obviously something that has come through and from man – not 
from God! 

So why did the most knowledgeable Cardinal not politely correct John to what The Bible actually tells – 
seems strange to me why he did not – perhaps he does not know his Bible? 

Thus a better question John should have asked would have been:- 
What has man done to create so much pain within The World? 

The answer at this stage can be found by reading www.FutureLife.org however as an immediate answer to 
John’s reason for the interview is this:- 

It was a periodic event that occurs throughout nature where Yahweh’s physical laws are in motion – if 
they did not occur then the earth would not exist – neither would we! 
We do exist because The Laws of Nature are in operation. 
Therefore we are subject to The Laws of Nature. 
The next point to be made is that the equipment was and is available to monitor seismic activity and 
thus give suitable warning. But because of funding issues it was decided ‘best’ not to employ them in 
The Indian Ocean – so human leaders chose not to provide an early warning mechanism for their 
minions. 
The next point is education. Humans chose not to promote the early warning signs of a tsunami, 
however on a tiny island in the middle of the Indian Ocean folk-lore told them that if the sea rolls back 
then they must immediately run to the hills – and on that island they took note of their folk-lore (thus 
did not ignore ‘those stories’) and consequently no one was killed or injured. 
That is showing the human deficiency, now let us turn to what The Bible (being our ‘folk-lore’) also 
tells us and see if we can learn anything from it! 
We are told that humans freely chose to ignore Yahweh’s advice and have suffered the consequences of 
it ever since. Thus Yahweh has stepped to one side knowing that if He gave an early warning – again 
then hard as it may sound - we would ignore Him again! 
But after that being said this website explains how Yahweh is providing a parallel plan of salvation for 
all humans who have existed – and that includes those who have very sadly had the 1st part of their life 
terminated before its ‘natural time’ of 70 years. 
This website very carefully explains the full logic of how this most righteous Plan operates. 

 
CMO 
That question has been asked so often. 
Yes …  …  …  and …  …  …  (please give us the correct answer so that we do not have to ask it again):- 
 
The God, 
= The Almighty God Yahweh (Jehovah) of The Universe  
 
our God 
(Whose God?)  My God is the one that we try to please by dedicating all our time to fulfil His Desire of us, else 
as Ezekiel tells us (also Jesus in The Gospels and the Apostles in their Letters) – He shall turn His ear away from 
us and thus ignore us. So to fulfil His desire then we must accurately represent His interests “to gather (people) 
to Him rather than to disperse” (as Jesus tells us). So hopefully the Cardinal can do this for us so that we do not 
have to ask the question again - else he has failed ‘The God’ he purports to represent – to which Yahweh shall 
then turn away from him! 
 
the one we know and love because  
The question now leads onto – which ‘god’ does the Cardinal “know and love” – because it may be indirectly the 
present “god of this world” powerfully demonstrated by his fruitage. 
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– particularly of the revelation of Jesus 
Jesus is known as “The Word of God” and as such speaks for Yahweh. Thus if we understand The Bible then it 
becomes a revelation to what Yahweh Desires of us. We are told to imitate Jesus. 

Will the Cardinal who purports to represent Jesus show us how? 
 
 is a God 
Actually The Bible is very clear who Jesus is – but based upon The Cardinal’s doctrine I strongly suspect he is 
very unclear – being among those of his ilk who are proud to claim “it is a mystery to them”! 
The Bible clearly tells us that Jesus Christ is “The Son of God” and further he is “The Specific God” of us, but 
nowhere does The Bible tell us that Jesus is The Almighty God. I strongly urge the reader to read my essay 
entitled “The Trinity” within the “Explanations/More about Jesus” section and also in The Glossary. 
 
that all we can say that there is something beyond all our comprehension 
Without reading and/or understanding The Bible then it is very much beyond our comprehension. 
However I urge the reader to fully read this website to understand The Bible which then makes Yahweh’s Plan 
most clear on how He proposes to righteously extract all humans (who ultimately desire during their 2 part life to 
imitate Jesus in their lifestyle) from the mess that we got ourselves into during the present 6000 years – of which 
we are learning from – “the hard way”! 
 
 with God and his world 
Hopefully the Cardinal knows what the Greek for “World” means and to which God he is or may be referring! 
 
 and yet, and yet what we do see is that in his creation of all human kind  
We are told that Jesus Christ created “The Adornment” to the Earth meaning “all life”.  Jesus used his Father’s 
Laws of Nature to construct the DNA and then experiment with creating life by starting with the simpler forms 
first – as a beginner would naturally do!  Which we naturally find in the fossil records over the geological time 
demonstrated. 
 
there is, that he also injects hope; 
Who and how? 
To accurately imitate Jesus is to preach “The Lord’s Acceptable Year” (= The Millennium) which was Jesus’ 
precise mission, as he clearly tells us – so will the Cardinal imitate Jesus here?   Let us see? 
Also, “hope” as the Cardinal speaks of is actually more accurately translated in The Bible as “The Expectation” 
and that can only be based upon accurate knowledge of learning about “The Millennium” – which “hopefully” 
the Cardinal will move onto – if he is to imitate Jesus! 
 
 and the extraordinary thing for me during this year so full of disasters has been also the year full of generosity 
From whom? 
Yes ‘many’ within ‘the people’ themselves, who sincerely did offer what they could. But what about the 
governments who promised ‘x’ million units of currency and then only give a tenth of ‘their promise’ as we find 
out some years later – sounds a very hollow ‘promise’ of “generosity” to me!  Thus quite bogus = hypocrisy! 
And finally what has this answer got to do with “The Expectation” that Jesus came to preach of – being of whom 
The Cardinal is instructed to imitate – if he is supposed to represent Yahweh’s Interests! 
Hopefully the Cardinal will speak of the generosity of Jesus volunteering his perfectly safe existence in a 
spiritual body alongside Yahweh to enter the fleshly corruptible human fleshly frame to give The Undeserved 
Gift of his Ransom Sacrifice. Through the volunteering of his life to save those within his creation who 
ultimately desire to imitate his lifestyle then this gift has given us all the opportunity to now enter the 2nd part of 
our life into The Millennium. Once we all have been resurrected into The Millennium then we are in the position 
to know of both the evil system of the past (during the 6000 years of human existence) where we did have all 
these problems and the good being the 2nd part of our life in The Millennium where Yahweh shall be instructing 
us though Jesus as “the specific god” of us so that we can avoid just these disasters before they arrive.  

So will we see if The Cardinal is able to imitate Jesus here by explaining “The Expectation” (being his 
“hope”) and Jesus’ generosity to all of mankind? 

 
of hope and indeed of faith 
Of what is he speaking? 
Hope of what?  Faith in what? 
Please see Glossary on what “faith” means – because I feel that we are not going to get it from The Cardinal! 
 
 and I remember, 
No – I was correct!  – A bit of a ‘pregnant’ pause/stop here! 
Perhaps as he remembers who he is supposed to be imitating then we will actually learn something! 
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and I suppose all of us do of whatever faith we belong to, 
As a ‘supposed’ representative of Yahweh and I quote “whatever faith we belong to” what ‘on Earth’ is he 
talking about! 
      He is supposed to be guiding us to what Yahweh wants us to hear from His self-claimed representative!  
And now it does not seem to matter to the Cardinal “what faith (whatever that means – see Glossary) we belong 
to”, so how is he now going to explain things from Yahweh’s viewpoint about what is occurring to us humans in 
The World if it does not really matter what ‘faith’ you belong to – perhaps he is proposing that being part of a 
non-Monotheist (worldly) religion is a good starting point in understanding this appalling tragedy! 
Well perhaps it ‘is’ – by the way this Cardinal is ‘explaining’ Yahweh’s purpose to us! 
 
since the death of the Pope John Paul extraordinary wave of faith and hope that followed his death  
What ‘on Earth’ has this to do with the original question? 
The mind just boggles at what this supposed representative is saying!  
I see we enter “politicians’ speech” now – do not answer the question asked of you, but only answer one that you 
have prepared for earlier! 
 
and I think that some mysterious way  
That magical word “mysterious” (“mystery” and all derivations of it) has to come up into the conversation 
somewhere – the ‘catch-all’ word, ‘a grappling iron’ to pull yourself out of the awkward question arena that 
these practitioners are so competently able use! 
 
perhaps beyond our comprehension, 
I have heard this said earlier in the same paragraph – have I not? – Sounds as though The Cardinal is struggling! 
I suggest he gets back to reading The Bible and start understanding it! 
Perhaps he might like to study this website contents and start to learn what he should be preaching? 
 
allows these terrible things to happen, 
I explain in precise detail on this website exactly why “God allows these things to occur” in the most righteous 
manner. 
 
that for the full reason that we do not know  
Please fully read this website www.FutureLife.Org and you shall know, then understand so that you shall be in 
the position to tell The World exactly what Yahweh then wants to hear you speak about to those billions who 
presently like you do not know nor comprehend! 
 
that also allows the creation of the people he loves 
Yes both Yahweh and Jesus do love those humans who ultimately will positively respond to the example set by 
Jesus during his ministry period. That is why they have in parallel to this present worldly system, organised a 
most righteous redemption plan to allow humans to learn from their mistakes in the 1st part of their lives, to then 
be awaken/roused/resurrected into the 2nd part of their lives into a most righteously operating system where all 
humans on an individual level knowing both bad (now) and good (then in The Millennium) systems can make 
an educated choice on their future prospects (to imitate Jesus). 
 
 to respond with renewed hope and with renewed generosity. 
The Cardinal has obviously missed the point of the question (because he cannot answer it) and thus goes around 
in circles which is precisely why John sensibly comes back with the obvious conclusion to a non-answer from 
The Cardinal:- 
 
JH 
But essentially you are saying that there is no answer, that there is no answer to that we can perceive. 
I feel so sorry for John – he is desperately trying to get an answer from this person who claims to represent 
Yahweh on this Earth and yet he has got nothing (reminds me of Jesus’ parable of the Rich Man and Lazarus)! 
 
CMO 
There is no answer that is completely satisfying to the human mind because why he did for us Christians, 
You seem to have no answer which is why you are behaving like a politician and going around in wild circles! 
But I invite people to read this website thoroughly for The Answer. 
 
why did God allow his own son Jesus to suffer the way he did?  
If you are a Christian and you do not know the answer to that – then why are you in the position that you have 
placed yourself! 
Because The Bible tells us precisely why Yahweh has allowed this to occur to His son who volunteered himself 
to save his own personal creation! 
Please read this website that fully explains why! 
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All we know is that ‘God is there in the suffering’, 
This is the standard ‘safe’ cliché that worldly Christian Leaders all pull out – means absolutely nothing – but a 
nice sound-bite to keep the populace at bay!  
God is also there when good things occur – so what? 
My point is not to be facetious but I merely ask the reader to peer deeply into this sound-bite and ask themselves 
– What does this really mean?” 
 
and one of the things that I have been saying especially at this Christmas time that there is the cry of God made man made on behalf of the 
poor and on the afflicted and those who are suffer 
What does this mean? 
Actually nothing – but worse - it is wrong! 
God (actually “the specific god” of us = Jesus) created us to fill the planet and initially “it was good” there were 
“no poor people for man to be made” – thus an inaccurate statement from the Cardinal! 
However there are some humans throughout the history of mankind who are correctly motivated to assist those 
who are in difficulties. 
But moreover The Bible teaches us that “poor people” are in Bible terms “spiritually poor” and not specifically 
materially poor. Thus rather, Yahweh’s Desire is that His representatives accurately preach/teach His Word to 
The World that is presently very spiritually poor so that they are no longer spiritually poor. 
An example that I use in my website would be William Tyndale who gave his life to spread The Word of God to 
the English people almost 500 years ago. The English people were spiritually poor because they did not know or 
understand God’s Word from the worldly acclaimed religious leaders so he translated The Bible to their 
language so that they would come to know and understand. 
If we are “spiritually poor” then we “suffer” both mentally and physically because we have no direction to 
guide us.  We become like headless chickens running around just bumping into the nearest object!  
So we now understand that true helpers are those people who are at ‘the sharp end’ operating at the same level as 
those they are helping. 
And it was also Jesus who came down to the same level at ‘the sharp end’ to extract mankind from the present 
predicament that it is wallowing within, being ‘The Curse of Death’ that Satan has hold over us all (rather, did 
have until Jesus became The Ransom Sacrifice). 
 
and that’s what we know 
Which is not what the Bible actually so clearly tells us – so this demonstrates the Cardinal’s knowledge must be 
wrong! 
 
and that out of the suffering, or rather that somehow suffering does not conquer in the end.  
Actually the Cardinal is absolutely wrong here and thus compounds his earlier errors – because it was through 
the suffering of Jesus and of his public execution that as The Bible tells us; “I (Jesus) have conquered The 
World” being its evil system of pain and suffering orchestrated by Satan as the present god of this world. Jesus 
has broken that grip that Satan righteously had over us.  Thus Yahweh is now righteously able to give each one 
of us a second opportunity “to get it correct in our lives” by extending our lives into the 2nd part of our life. 
Further as another example in the Gospel of John Chapters 14 to 17 we are told that the righteous ones (apostles) 
“shall also suffer persecution from those who believe themselves to be offering sacred service to the lord” and 
thus these suffering apostles shall receive The Prize spoken of within The Bible. 
Thus what The Cardinal has said is all contrary to what The Bible tells us! 
 
How do we know that?  We know that by faith. 
You cannot get that from the ‘faith’ that this Cardinal has just espoused! 
Faith comes from accurate knowledge that a human with fidelity practices within their life from the 
assurance that this accurate knowledge gives them. This virtuous circle becomes Godly Wisdom. That is why 
we must imitate Jesus, because Jesus accurately fulfilled Yahweh’s Desire and thus he is called “The Wisdom of 
God”. Wisdom means the accurate application of knowledge within one’s lifestyle. 
So the Cardinal has utterly missed all this understanding in what he has just declared! 
So what does that say about his ‘faith’? 
 
JH 
You, I don’t know if you have seen the papers? You probably have not, in Britain this morning. You have made a few headlines with your, 
about your mid-night mass sermon particularly about what you said about Bethlehem. Christ is crying for Town of birth” says Cardinal. Why 
do you feel so strongly about that? 
Poor John is just utterly flummoxed – he just cannot get a sensible answer from this ‘worldly politician’! 
So he moves onto another topic area and so perhaps able to illicit an answer on pain and suffering from another 
angle – in ‘eager’(?) anticipation of that illusive informative reply! 
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CMO 
Because Bethlehem is, well  (St Jerical) calls it the centre  
Well St. Jerical (I may have spelt his name incorrectly – for which I must apologise in advance) is wrong in what 
he states because actually it is Jerusalem that “is the centre” being of Yahweh’s operations here upon The Earth 
and not Bethlehem. “Jerusalem” means “the city of peace” which it clearly is not at the moment. However it has 
been given that name for prophetic reasons and I fully explain its full significance in my Glossary on this website 
under “Jerusalem” and “Zion”. 
 
– the icon of the world  
Does St Jerical and the Cardinal know what Yahweh thinks of “Icons”? 
Yahweh considers all “Icons” an anathema and The Bible is very clear about this – from the 10 commandments 
all the way through to Revelations! 
 
– that is the place that Christ was born, 
Jesus was born in Bethlehem being a small village outside Jerusalem. He was born in Bethlehem because he was 
following in the lineage of King David who was also born in Bethlehem as all the numerous prophecies tell us. 
King David represents the earthly king of The World in God’s kingdom (and shall be in The Millennium). But 
his named successor (as his seed) being Jesus is to become the spiritual king of The World of The Millennium. 
 
 and has been a place of pilgrimage for centuries 
Yes for worldly Christians.  But pilgrimages are an anathema to Yahweh and He detests worldly icons (plastic, 
metal, wooden objects, buildings, places – basically anything of The World) as The Bible clearly tells us – please 
see my essay on “What is a holy place” being my answer to a very worldly sermon given a few years ago!   
Pilgrimages are for the world of faithless ones, created by those of The World for worldly gain (and certainly not 
for real spiritual gain – but rather a self-indulgent ‘feel-good factor’). 
I do not mean to be unreasonably hard on those who are on an ego trip, but rather cause serious reflection and 
consideration about who really gains what out of a ‘pilgrimage’! 
Thus I am trying to get humans to actually look in The Bible, to read and understand it for themselves – rather 
than receiving sermons from worldly representatives having poisoned The Word from The Bible! 
Could the Cardinal give me a quotation to support pilgrimages in The Bible as we see practiced today? – He 
would be hard put to find one! 
 
and therefore to see it in its present state 
Being the result of very worldly religious politics! 
 
- and I am not commenting just about the political situation but the people divided. 
It is the religious politics that has made it like it is! 
The religious leaders for political/religious (tribal) reasons to maintain their towers of power and prestige over 
the populace of whatever religious ‘tribe’ ferment the worldly problems we see being the very worldly religious 
works that they do (see Glossary). This is all an anathema to Yahweh – for which these religious leaders 
(particularly the more accountable ones closer to The Truth) shall answer to Yahweh in The Millennium! 
 
Then I think it is a terrible thing 
Well this website should give you some idea how to ease the situation! 
 
and I think I was quite moved by the fact that Pope Benedict received an honorary citizenship, 
I really cannot see how this is going to help!  But just make the situation much worse! 
We shall see! 
 
an honorary passport for Bethlehem. 
I am so saddened by the worldly view the Cardinal has of such affairs! 
 
Makes us say that everyone is a citizen of Bethlehem, 
Now I am going to copy The Cardinal and not answer the question because this is much more important than 
making worldly icons/idols of worldly statues/buildings/places! 
If the cardinal only really understood the prophetic nature of Jerusalem then he would realise that to become a 
citizen of Jerusalem means that the person must become part of Yahweh’s organisation. But more importantly 
recognised by Yahweh as being part of His organisation. 
What the Cardinal should realise is that Jerusalem now (as The Bible tells us) represents the misinformation of 
the three worldly monotheistic religions coming up through it being worldly (Judaism, Christianity and Islam). 
However Yahweh’s final “Jerusalem of The Millennium” represents His organisation teaching righteousness to 
the resurrected humans to become just that “City of Peace” – where as we are told in Isaiah “swords are beaten 
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into ploughs” under the correct instruction of The New Jerusalem (representing Yahweh’s authority acting upon 
this Earth). 
Please read this website to gain the full and accurate information about The Millennium. 
 
 we want a free and open city there. 
Sounds a political comment to me! 
Free and open to do what? 
What we (as mankind) do in other cities in Satan’s worldly system of things? 
 
 And so what I am saying is essentially  
This will be nice to know – because fortunately I have some grounding in The Bible to fully understand that the 
Cardinal has not answered anything accurately! 
 
- Yes – I understand the reasons for the security and no one wants terrorists bombers there and the Israeli government have their rights for 
defence – no doubt about that,  
A correct answer looking through worldly glasses. 
But look through the same glasses as Paul the apostle, who stated he tried to imitate Jesus then something totally 
different would be given to actually help the situation because all people would understand the real goal, but at 
present the Cardinal gives a worldly answer that The World as a whole wants to hear (only because they are so 
lost in this present worldly system of operations – not helped by worldly Christian Leaders)! 
Read Paul’s letters to find out and further read this website to understand why! 
 
but at the same time what we want is a situation where people come together, 
So unify all people around The World behind The Truth that Yahweh gives in His Word contained within The 
Bible – but sadly this is not “politically correct” for the Cardinal to state that!  That is why he does not 
accurately preach to The World precisely what Yahweh tells us!  He would much rather tell The World what 
The World wants to hear rather that what Yahweh Desires him to say! 
 
 so when I said do not build walls but build bridges, I meant to create a situation where people come together for reconciliation and peace.  
This will only come about when people know what Yahweh expects of them. And unless worldly Christians 
become less worldly and thus more in-tune with Yahweh then this situation will not occur. 
People must understand The Truth and inculcate it within their hearts. This shall occur in The Millennium, but 
sadly not during the present worldly system of The Gospel Age. We have had 6000 years to get it ‘correct’ and 
the worldly situation has steadily got worse (being much more unstable because of the technology that mankind 
now has at its disposal)! 
 
Now we know that the situation in the Holy Land has been a wound on all humanity and so I was not just speaking just to the people in The 
Holy Land, but indeed to everyone who are concerned about the middle East and the Holy Land, People in Europe and people of the United 
States and elsewhere, it is a challenge for the whole world and Bethlehem focuses it in a particularly acute way.  
Just a political statement that means nothing!  I ask the reader to read it – what does it mean? 
Does it offer any solutions? 
Jesus told us what to do and if the Cardinal followed Paul’s advice to imitate Jesus then we would know what 
Yahweh’s Plan was and what we should do to become part of it. 
In this way the knowledge gained would suppress the problems we have in the world because we would become 
“focused” on the correct target of The Millennium and not the present political world of Satan’s inept rule. 

 
JH 
But it is impossible to avoid the politics isn’t it,  
Yes John – if you are part of this world. 
But if you become focused on Yahweh’s Desire then you become blind to the things of this world (being its 
inducements) and thus not personally moved to become part o f them. This is precisely what Jesus tells us - to 
protect us, and he led the way by example in avoiding worldly politics ‘like the plague’! 
He just stated to his disciples: “Watch out for the hypocrisy of both secular and religious leaders!” 
 
for that the reason that Bethlehem is isolated in the way you say it is, precisely because that the Israelis believe they need to do this for 
security reasons  
Poor John is only doing his bit by trying to understand the worldly religious politics – but lost/floundering in the 
‘reasoning dross’ of the present worldly system! 
 
CMO 
I can understand why they say they need to. 
That is because we are speaking of a worldly political/religious system operating in the world for the present 
world. 
 
 We must find ways, where there are other ways in which the tensions, the enmity that can be overcome so that people in The Holy Land can 
learn to live together.  
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Tell them Cardinal - what you should be telling them!   …  …   Please! 
Explain The Goal of The Millennium and Yahweh’s most righteous Plan so that humans have an accurate road 
map to plan their journey of life. This is what Jesus asked you to do – so do it!  Read the essay entitled “The 
Goal” and other similar essays located on this website. 
We must get out from The World and start working with Yahweh! 
 
To cooperate together, not just to be tolerant, but somehow, a sort of a way in which they can really appreciate each other, 
This is “worldly talk” that only a politician can give. It means absolutely nothing! 
But from Yahweh’s point of view: 
“Cooperate” means operate at the same level as the person you are preaching to (as Paul tells us) so that you are 
in the best position to transfer information (in electronic terms this is called ‘load matching’ to transfer the 
maximum power) but it does not mean you capitulate to The World’s Standards and forsake what Yahweh 
Desires of you! 
But The Bible actually tells us to be:- 
“Tolerant” to the human imperfections of each other – Jesus tells us to forgive 7x70 and Solomon tells us to 
sometimes turn a blind eye or a deaf ear to what is going around us thus meaning to be tolerant to one another.  
“Appreciate” each other – yes and no!  There are many instances where we are told not to appreciate others but 
rather turn away from them because “bad company will spoil our good habits”. 

Thus in these three examples the Cardinal is not really explaining what The Bible actually tells us! 
The Cardinal is supposed to be giving Yahweh’s Road Map to help humans – so I ask him again – Please do it! 
 
 This happens in other parts of the world where there are tensions between communities, 
Only because they do not have a road map to understand exactly what Yahweh’s Desire of them really is! 
That is why The Road Map must be clearly given by Yahweh’s True and Faithful representatives. 
I realise that I have taken the opposite to what The Cardinal was making a point of – but only to express what he 
should be speaking of. However the lie of what he is saying is that this apparent ‘peace’ between communities is 
only ‘skin deep’ only ‘too ready’ to erupt at some time in the near future because The Road Map is not obvious 
to The World! 
The World has no direction hence the pain and suffering of the 20th Century – only because worldly Christianity 
has gone backwards since the 1880’s where they seemed to have had a much better grasp of The Millennium 
Expectation!  Then Satan quashed that with the “Enlightenment Period” that followed in the early 1900s. We are 
now at that time where The Bible tells us that “The World is saying peace and security” – but now it is soon to 
explode as resource tightness becomes apparent upon communities, and thus exercise the muscle that modern 
technology gives us to amplify our power base upon our fellow man. 
But this is all as The Bible so carefully tells us!  Just as this website so clearly explains. 
 
but they have learnt gradually to live together and it requires a kind of conversion 
As I said without The Goal being known to mankind and what is expected of them then this living together is 
only ‘skin deep’. Thus as I understand that specific generation is worn out with the friction and thus the leaders 
have ‘grown up’ (matured) in the political arena to exercise a loose containment – but hate still abounds and 
when the new generation comes up again – they too will then express this anger in an unrestrained manner. 
 
and as a Christian I do believe in conversion, 
To what?   Worldly Christianity as this proponent purports to represent?  I hope not! 
He seems to think quote: “of whatever faith you belong to” – means he really has not got much idea (conviction) 
of The Truth – that he purports to represent! 
Please read this website to understand precisely what a True Christian should be doing within Satan’s present 
worldly system! 
 
 a changing of mind and hearts, 
To what?  Following worldly politics as being the answer to solving worldly problems?  I sincerely hope not! 
But rather that humans make the adjustment to refine their lifestyle so that they imitate Jesus – this is the only 
course of salvation given to any human on this planet! 
 
 now, that happens, it happens in other parts of the world it happens, 
I do not see that many people imitating Jesus! 
The Bible tells us that throughout The Gospel Age of 2000 years only 144000 individuals will meet The Golden 
Standard set by Jesus during his ministry. 
That is why we have The Millennium to give every possible opportunity to all humans who have existed during 
the previous 6000 years to come to know of Jesus and thus learn how to imitate him within their life to now 
become “the 2nd part of their life”. 
 
 and will happen also in the Holy Land we are working now,  
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Not during the present Gospel Age, but it shall during The Millennium because through prophecy The New 
Spiritual Israel collected/elected from of The Gospel Age being some 144000 humans shall become The Temple 
in The New Jerusalem through whom The World shall come to know about Yahweh during His Acceptable 
Year. 
Please read this website to understand how all the logic of this fits together like a jigsaw puzzle! 
 
we want to build long term peace and I think that in some ways, is the responsibility for all of us and we must help them because we do 
understand the difficulties and tensions and that I thought - that appealing in a particular way regarding the situation to have a focus on the 
situation on the whole Holy Land which is crucial for The Middle East and indeed is crucial for humanity. 
Just look at it – full of sound-bits that ‘sound pleasing to the ear’ but by now the reader knows this is all 
“worldly politician’s speak” by The Cardinal and has utterly no relevance to Yahweh’s ultimate Plan of 
Salvation to Mankind as a whole. 
 
 
So what can I say about the interview – Has John learnt anything?  Have we learnt anything? 
Actually it just reinforced my utter depression of what these supposed representatives of Yahweh are really 
doing!  And ‘who’ are they really representing – because they are certainly not imitating Jesus and thus 
represent Yahweh Interests here on this Earth! 
 
Now in conclusion Cardinal Cormac Murphy O’Connor is no different to all the other worldly religious leaders 
of the some 20,000 Christian denominations around the world. I most certainly will not make this personal, 
because The Cardinal in this instance just happened to be a representative of the worldly Christianity there at the 
specific time I decided to make a transcript of this radio interview! 
 
 
So what am I trying to do from demonstrating the utter incompetence of these very worldly Christian Leaders? 
 
I do not wish to victimise them, but rather I as ‘an auditor’ feel appointed to show where they are going wrong in 
their understanding of Yahweh’s Word contained within The Bible, being their Quality Manual to which they 
should be following, but sadly they are operating under their own procedures and not Yahweh’s stated 
procedures.  Thus I feel it is incumbent upon me to generate public Corrective Action Requests to guide them 
back to what The Quality Manual states rather than go off and ‘do their own thing’. 
The Bible is the only ‘Master Reference’ that constantly warns Yahweh’s representatives that they must practice 
fidelity – Why?  Because it is so easy to slide from the perfection of The Truth. But all other worldly religions 
do not have these constant warnings within them because their message is so far from The Truth to start with so 
that it does not matter that the representatives slide from what these documents state!  Further it suits Satan’s 
aims in this present worldly system to entice more people in to a worthless religion by being divergent! 
 
Thus I am most desirous that now these worldly religious leaders have been shown the error of their ways then 
they should thoroughly read this website and fully understand it contents. 

This then becomes a start of self readjustment that we all must make within our lifestyles. 
Once they know what Yahweh really desires of them rather than what their former worldly religious leaders have 
taught them, then they are in the position to start imitating Jesus’ lifestyle within their own lifestyle and thus 
come into “The Favour of Yahweh” and thus into The Fold led by Jesus as their shepherd. 
 

At present these religious worldly leaders of worldly Christianity have (I assume) read The Bible and 
thus must know of what The Bible comprises. 

Thus these people have all the parts of the jigsaw laid out in front of them on ‘the floor’ within their mind, but 
they have no idea how all these pieces come together to form ‘The Picture of Yahweh’s Plan’. 
This website fully explains The Bible and presents ‘The Picture on the front of the puzzle box’ to assist these 
worldly Christian leaders on how they are able to put the pieces of knowledge within their mind together – so 
that they can then emulate that picture on the front of the box that I now present for their edification. 
 

That is all I ask! 
 
I most certainly do not desire to victimise anyone in my comments – but rather to edify all people to come to 
know of Yahweh’s Desire of them. If I bring adjustment to present worldly religious leaders lives then they are 
already in the position to now accurately represent Yahweh as true ambassadors for the new kingdom of God 
that is only just over the horizon – soon to come into view as The Millennium being Yahweh’s Acceptable Year. 
 

Please read and understand this website for your future wellbeing! 


